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Sayano–Shushenskaya HPP on Map of Russia
In the HPP building there are 10 water power plants, each with a capacity of 640 MW.

The high-head arch-gravity dam has no equal in the world in its construction characteristics.

The dam is 245 m high and has the crest length of 1074.4 m.

The surface area of the water reservoir is 621 km², and its capacity is 31.3 km³, including 15.3 km³ of available water capacity.
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Main Generator Hall of Sayano–Shushenskaya HPP after Accident
Main Generator Hall of Sayano–Shushenskaya HPP before Accident
Main Generator Hall of Chernobyl NPP before Explosion
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- Command and control room
- Alternate command station
- Damage control station

- Local posts for controlling important systems and components